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Dear Fellow Concerned Citizens and Friends:
So much has been happening to support our No2Rivian cause that it's hard to believe how
far we have come in such a short time, but here's a try:

1. There is a group in The Netherlands who are experiencing a similar Rivian threat in
their Sterrebos Forest area northeast of Amsterdam. We are giving each other mutual
moral support and publicity.
2. Th Rivian plant announced for our Georgia area is so big in comparison to every other
industrial plant that has ever been built in Georgia that its size is almost
incomprehensible. We are preparing some size comparisons to send to you soon to show
you what we mean.
3. We are undertaking to get coverage for our eﬀorts in the largest nationwide
newspapers including The New York Times, The New York Post, The Wall Street Journal,

and Bloomberg News. If you have contacts at any of these outlets, please let us know so
we can provide them with information.
4. Our Facebook page continues to experience volumes of additional information and
comment. We now have a hashtag: #No2Rivian
5. We have already raised almost $160,000 toward our goal of $250,000 to help pay for
lawyers and other expenses. Please go to GoFundMe directly or to our website at
No2Rivian.org and click on DONATE NOW. Thank you.

6. Georgians in our area are usually averse to bumper stickers, but we are seeing more
and more like the one shown above.
7. We have posted four positive alternatives to this Rivian plant in our wonderful Georgia
paradise.
8. We have discovered that Rivian and The Nature Conservancy are rank hypocrits. They
mouth nonsense about being in favor of "land conservation" , "biodiversity", and
"protecting what we love". They brag about saving the "Nachusa Grasslands, owned and
operated by The Nature Conservancy just a few hours away from the Rivian plant in
Normal, Illinois, [that] spans 3,800 acres of prairie, woodlands and wetlands". Yet
they think nothing about destroying our 2,000 acres of pastures, farms, ponds, acquifers,
and wildlife surrounded by our exquisite small towns and rural life. Click here to see what
we mean.

9. For further details on Rivian's plans via a plant that is going to be FIVE TIMES BIGGER
than Rivian's plant in Illinois shown in the photo above---and how you can help to stop the
JDA and Rivian---please click here to go to our website: No2Rivian.org
10. Please click here to contact us with your suggestions and comments.
Yours sincerely,
No2Rivian.org
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